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DANCESTAR OPENSTYLE  BATTLE 
supporting creativity, expression and individuality of our dancers! 
 
 
Dancestar Openstyle Battle Qualifier will be held in Ljubljana on the 4th of April. 
Beginning at 7pm @  Gospodarsko Razstavišče event hall. 
 
Openstyle Battle is a great platform for DanceStar dancers who love to freestyle and who love 
to express themselves with improvisational dance. This challenge will be open to all Senior 
dancers regardless of their style and discipline, who are registered as DanceStar dancers. So, 
whether you usually compete in DanceStar Classical, Open or Urban Chapter, you are all very 
welcome! :) 
 
Judges from different dancing backgrounds will look for the dancers, who can best adapt their 
skills and freestyles to any style of music.  
 
PRESELECTION  
 
From the time registration will be available, we will choose 15 dancers from Classical, 15 from 
Open and 15 from Urban Chapter who will sign in – so all together 45 dancers who will not 
only represent themselves, but also their country. If there will be more than 15 dancers in some 
chapters, we will make a waiting list. If for some reason any of the Chapters will not provide us 
with 15 dancers, we'll sign in the dancers from the waiting lists.  
 
When signing in, dancers will have a chance to select the style of music for their freestyles so 
they can present themselves in the best way possible.  
 
All 45 dancers will have the chance to make their improvisations on stage – 45 seconds for each 
freestyler.  
 
Judges will then choose 8 dancers for the final challenge.  
 
FINAL CHALLENGE  
 
*Dancers please be aware that the music played in the finals will be different in style so you 
should be able to adapt your skills to it.  
 
Chosen 8 dancers will enter the battles 1 on 1. Each dancer will have two entrances, 1 min each.  
 
Only 4 winners will enter the next round 1 on 1. Each dancer will have two entrances, 1 min 30 
seconds each.  
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Battle for the 1st place 
 
2 winners will enter the final battle for the 1st place. Each dancer will have two entrances, 1 min 
30 seconds each.  
There will be no battle for the 3r place – both 2 dancers, who lost the last battle will be awarded.  
 
 
REGISTRATION  
 
Registration will be open from the 4th of March till 10th of March.  
 
Dancers who would like to register for Dancestar Openstyle Battle must send a 45 sec long 
uncut video of themselves showing their skills to: openstylebattle@dancestar.org . 
 
Dancers must also write the type of music they would like to get for their qualification 
performance.  
 
Videos will be reviewed by Dancestar Openstyle Battle committee:   
Matic Zadravec 
Aljoša Moderndorfer  
Željko Božić.  
 
The names of chosen 45 dancers for the Dancestar Openstyle Battle Qualifier will be announced 
on the 14th of March @ the Dancestar website: www.dancestar.org and also on all social media 
channels. 
 
PRIZES 
 
1st place: winning a money price of 250 eur + direct pass to the Dancestar Openstyle  Final 
Battle in Poreč 2020. 
 
2nd place: winning a money price of 150 eur + direct pass to  the Dancestar Openstyle  
Qualification  Battle in Poreč 2020. 
 
3rd and 4th place: winning a money price of  50 eur each and a Dancestar merchandise surprize 
+ direct pass to the Dancestar Openstyle  Qualification  Battle in Poreč 2020. 
 
We wish all participants good luck! 
 
Please note: Participation is only possible for DanceStar registered members and is free of 
charge. 
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